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Infraredd helium emission lines from Cygnus X-3 
suggestingg a Wolf-Rayet star companion 

Summary.. Cygnus X-3 is one of the most luminous X-ray sources in the Galaxy1-2, 
aa bright infrared source3, and a radio source that undergoes huge outbursts4. The 
systemm is a binary, presumably a neutron star plus companion, with a 4.79-h orbital 
periodd that modulates the X-ray and infrared emission5,6 and that increases on a 
600,000-yearr timescale7,8. Radio observations reveal the presence of a relativistic 
jet9.. The nature of Cyg X-3 has remained unclear, however, in part because the large 
interstellarr extinction3 in its direction prevents optical spectroscopy. Upper limits on 
spectrall  features in the near infrared have been reported previously10, but only with 
recentt instrumental improvements have we become able to identify spectral features 
inn the near infrared I and K bands. These are found to be characteristic of Wolf-Rayet 
stars:: strong, broad emission lines of He I and He n, but no strong hydrogen lines. 
Thesee observations strongly suggest the presence of a dense wind in the Cyg X-3 
system,, and may indicate that the companion is a fairly massive helium star, as had 
beenn predicted11 by a model in which the present system is a descendant of a massive 
X-rayy binary. 

Thee I-band spectrum (Fig. 2.1) was obtained in service time on 22 June 1991, with 
ISISS on the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope on La Palma. The K-band spectrum 
(Fig.. 2.2) was taken with the CGS4 on the United Kingdom 3.8-m Infrared Telescope 
(UKIRT)) on Hawaii, during service observations on 29 June 1991. The spectra show 
aa number of strong, very broad emission features. For each line the identification, 
equivalentt width and full width at half-maximum are listed in Table 2.1. All the lines 
cann be identified as either Hei or Hell lines, except the line at 2.166/xm. Given the 
strengthh of the He II line at 2.347 /xm (13 - 8), the 2.166-/xm line cannot be due solely 
too He II (14 - 8). Other possible contributors are HI (7 - 4) (Br7) and several lines of 
thee He I (7 - 4) transition array. 

Thee strong, broad emission lines of both He I and He II, and the lack of strong 
hydrogenn emission are reminiscent of a Wolf-Rayet (WR) spectrum (for a definition, 
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Tablee 2.1. Characteristics of the observed features 

AA Identification -EW FWHM* 
(A*m)) (A) (lO^kms1) 
1.0120(4)) He II ( 5 - 4) 90(20) 2.7(3) 

2.060(1)) He i2p1P°-2*1S 50(10) 2.1(3) 

Hee n (14 -8) 
2.166(1)) He I ( 7 - 4) 26(3) 2.9(7) 

Hi(7-4) ) 

2.188(1)) Hen(10-7) 29(4) 2.9(7) 
2.346(2)) Hen(13-8) 12(2) 2.6(4) 

Errorss indicate 90% confidence levels. EW is equivalent 
width;; FWHM is full width at half maximum 
Ass observed; not corrected for the instrumental resolution 

seee for example refs 12,13). We have therefore compared our spectra with infrared 
spectraa of WR stars14-19. The absence of carbon emission lines such as C il l at 0.971 /zm 
andd C iv at 2.075 /on indicates that the spectra are not of the carbon-rich WC spectral 
sequence14-19.. For the nitrogen-rich WN sequence, however, all expected lines are 
observed14"18.. (Possible nitrogen lines are expected to be weak. If present, they are 
blendedd with the Hei line at 2.112/im.) Both the relative and absolute strengths of 
Hee I at 2.112 /zm and He ii at 2.188 /«n indicate spectral subtype WN7. The equivalent 
widthss of the other He n lines are consistent with this classification, but the He I line 
att 2.058 fim is stronger than in any of the eight WN spectra we have available for 
comparison15-18.. The blend at 2.166 itm is somewhat weaker than in the two available 
WN77 spectra16,18, possibly indicating a lower hydrogen abundance in Cyg X-3. The 
widthss of the lines are similar to those observed in WN stars12,14-18. 

Thee presence of lines of relatively low excitation in the infrared spectrum seems in-
consistentt with any model for Cyg X-3 that requires a very high temperature (> 106 K) 
inn the infrared-flux-producing region (such as an accretion disc corona model20, or, 
moree generally, any model in which the size of the infrared object is comparable to, or 
smallerr than the orbital separation5). Instead, the WR spectrum probably indicates13 

thatt a strong wind is present in Cyg X-3, which in the infrared is optically thick out 
too radii much larger than the orbital separation. Such a wind might be due to X-ray 
irradiationn of either the accretion disc or a low-mass companion. Alternatively, it could 
bee intrinsic to the companion: that is, the companion could be a WR star. For lack of 
predictions,, the irradiation models are currently difficult to test. Below, we therefore 
confinee ourselves to the WR scenario. 

Iff  the companion is a WR star, then given the absolute K magnitude of Cyg X-3 
off  < - 5 (ref. 3) it can only be a 'classical*  WR star21: the remnant helium core 
off  a massive O-type or early B-type star that has lost (most of) its hydrogen-rich 
envelope,, and is now in the stage of helium burning or beyond. Hence, the system 
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Figuree 2.1. The I-band spectrum obtained on 22 June 1991, 4:45 UT. The reduced, 
normalizedd spectrum, with the noisy short-wavelength portion omitted, is shown at the 
top.. The resolution is ~ 500 km s_1. The emission feature at 1.012/zm is Hen(5 -4). 
Thee full spectrum, averaged over 11 pixels, is at the bottom, with a Gaussian fit to the 
linee superposed. In our data reduction we used the spectrum of the nearby star A (see 
findingg chart in ref. 29; the slit had been positioned on stars A and C to be certain 
thatt Cyg X-3 was observed), with its stellar features (Paschen and Can absorption) 
artificiallyy removed, to correct for the telluric features in the Cyg X-3 spectrum. As a 
plott of log Fx against log A for the ratioed continuum is linear, the spectrum was divided 
byy a power-law fit to produce the result shown here. 

wouldd be composed of a compact object and a helium star. This was proposed earlier 
byy Van den Heuvel and De Loore11, who predicted the existence of such systems from 
considerationss of the evolutionary fate of massive X-ray binaries such as Cen X-3 and 
SSS 433. In these binaries the primary is a massive, early-type star, which expands in the 
coursee of its evolution, and eventually overflows its critical surface (Roche lobe). The 
resultingg mass-transfer to the secondary is unstable, and causes the orbit to shrink on a 
thermall  timescale. If the original orbit was wide enough the system can stabilize, but 
onlyy after almost the whole hydrogen-rich envelope of the primary has been expelled. 
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Figuree 2.2. The K-band spectrum obtained on 29 June 1991, 15:00 UT. Shown is the 
reducedd spectrum, corrected for telluric absorption and flux-calibrated using a spectrum 
off  HR 7796 (with its HI Br7 absorption line artificially removed). The resolution is 
~900kms_1.. Below the spectrum the identifications of the stronger lines are given. 
Abovee the spectrum, the rest wavelengths of the Hen(n — 9) lines are shown, as 
severall  of these coincide with marginally significant emission features in the spectrum. 
AA possibly real feature is also seen at 2.286 /xm. For this line no likely identification 
hass been found. (It may have the same origin as the unidentified feature at 2.287 /im 
observedd in spectra of planetary nebulae30.) 

Thee remaining helium star is likely finally to explode as a supernova. If the system 
iss not disrupted, a binary such as the Hulse-Taylor pulsar PSR1913+16, composed of 
twoo neutron stars in a highly eccentric orbit, could be formed22. 

Stellarr model calculations23,24 show that a helium star in Cyg X-3 would fit  well 
insidee its Roche lobe: the radius of a 1,5, 10,20 or 60 M 0 helium star is 0.2, 0.6,0.9, 
1.44 or 2.6 R©, respectively24, whereas the radius of the Roche lobe would be 0.6,1.3, 
1.7,, 2.3 or 3.8 R©, respectively (for a 1.4 M© compact object, the canonical mass of a 
neutronn star). On the other hand, the 'zero-velocity' radii derived from model fitting to 
WRR spectra25, which should also be a measure of helium star radii, are never smaller 
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thann 2-3 R©, and in most cases range from 5 to 20 R©. The cause of this discrepancy 
iss unknown. It may indicate that the velocity law assumed for the WR atmosphere, 
whichh is used to extrapolate from the radius at which the continuum and the emission 
liness are observed to the 'zero-velocity' radius, is not correct. 

Thee observed rate of increase of the orbital period of Cyg X-3 (ref. 8) allows one 
too estimate the rate of stellar-wind mass loss from the companion. For spherically 
symmetricc mass loss one obtains26 

g-A.ojno-vv ai) 

wheree Id is mass loss rate, and M the total mass of the system. For a 1.4 M© compact 
objectt and a 10 M©© WR star, we find M « 0.910~5 M© yr~\ well within the range 
(0.8-8)) 10~5 M© yr_1 found for WR stars12. 

Thee mass-loss rate can be used to check whether the column density in the WR wind 
betweenn the compact object and the observer is such that the observed modulation of 
thee X-ray flux along the orbit can be obtained. Previous modelling has shown27,28 that 
thiss requires the electron-scattering optical depth r^ to be close to unity. A first-order 
estimatee of TM can be made under the assumption of a spherically symmetric pure 
heliumm wind that flows at a constant velocity vw. It is easy to show that at ascending 
andd descending node (both stars in the plane of the sky) 

T«« * ° - 3 5 * i n - s ^ - i > < T T ^ ~ 1 / 3 ^ n ™ ? - i>" ' ( Z 2 ) 

10"5M©yrr l 11.4M© 1000 km s 1 

wheree 7 is the number of electrons per helium ion. The main contribution to r^ comes 
fromfrom the region close to the compact object, in the inner part of the wind. In this region 
thee wind wil l be almost completely ionized (7 = 2), and its velocity a few tenths of 
thee terminal velocity of ~2,000 km s - 1 (as indicated by the widths of the lines; in WN 
starss 1,500-4,000 km s_1 is observed12). Hence, T^ wil l be about unity, as required. 

Wee conclude that the infrared spectra of Cygnus X-3 presented here indicate that 
aa strong wind is present in the system, which in the infrared is optically thick up to 
welll  outside the system. We have shown that such a wind may originate from a WR 
companion.. If this is the case, the system is in a later evolutionary stage of massive 
X-rayy binaries11. 
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